ABSTRACT: Large productivity drawbacks have been historically related to the inefficient flow of site resources.
MOTIVATION
Large productivity drawbacks have been historically related to the inefficient flow of site resources.
Increments in accrued costs, and time and safety incidents result from the flow or movement of resources across the job sites. When the movement of a resource is unnecessary from a production perspective, the consumed time and costs are left uncompensated. Double-handling of materials is a common example of the unnecessary movement of site resources. Thus, significant amounts of expenditures are accrued when most material components are displaced to new coordinates, since their movement requires the utilization of expensive lifting and hauling equipment in addition to craft workers hours. Therefore, if the movement of a material is unnecessary, one can also argue that an opportunity for effectively utilizing the work-time of equipment units and workers is being missed. Ideally, the displacement of site resources (i.e. materials, equipment, and labor) should be adjusted to simply satisfy construction requirements and hence to maximize craft labor and equipment productivity ratios.
The previous reasoning is consistent with lean production thinking. Lean production, a manufacturing approach originally conceptualized by Toyota during the early seventies, is sustained by the reduction of waste, by improved planning and control mechanisms, and by the efficient orchestration of available resources. Thus, lean thinking implicitly emphasizes the need for a smooth flow of resources in order for a production process to be effective. Thus, the timely monitoring of site resources is a sine qua non requirement for efficient construction operations.
Hence, under the lean prism, the unnecessary movement of site resources is also a clear form of waste that needs to be eradicated.
Currently, large contractor organizations have started to take slow but decided steps towards a more visible control of their site resources with infrastructure-less tracking approaches [1] . While these tracking technologies can result in positive benefit to cost ratios, they also frequently result in low-accuracy localization estimates. Thus, it is difficult to assess whether or not a resource has moved/been moved to a different position based on the location estimates alone. While other technologies exist that can actually provide a precise localization of construction resources, these technologies can only operate at the expense of a dense deployment of infrastructure assets and large upfront and maintenance costs. Thus, monitoring the movement of site resources with low-accuracy estimates results in a non-trivial problem that cannot be addressed with deterministic or classic probability approaches. Instead, this study proposes a framework based on belief functions in order to address this fundamental problem, the solution of which promises to improve the stagnant productivity of the construction industry and characterize the movement of site resources with factual data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A summary of the state of the art on belief functions as a generalization of the Bayesian probability theory is presented in the next section. Then, a belief framework to monitor the movement of site resources with cost-efficient sensing approaches is introduced. This framework is validated against empirical observations. Finally, the conclusions summarize the findings of this research to the present date and introduce the necessary steps to complete this study.
BACKGROUND
The background section briefly introduces the reader to both the belief and the Bayesian probability theories. It also discusses a completed research effort in the topic of discussion. The background section follows in the paragraphs below.
The Belief Theory
Dempster [4] and Shafer [5] separately introduced what has been later known as the belief (and plausibility) theory. This generalization of the Bayesian body of knowledge has been successfully applied in multiple fields of investigation and practice, such as economics, engineering, and defense, among many others [4, 5, 6] .
In his own words, Schafer quoted that the dissimilarity between the belief reasoning and the Bayesian probability lies in that "whereas the Bayesian theory requires probabilities for each question of interest, belief functions allow us to base degrees of belief for one question on probabilities for a related question" [7] . Thus, probability distributions may or may not exert and influence on these degrees of belief. This is equivalent to say that the degrees of belief can be based on subjective judgment. Hence, the fact of betting in the outcome of a dice is solely based on individual belief given that the each of the dice faces has the same probability. Because there is no possible reasoning or prior facts that can help the individual to assess the outcome of the bet, the bet is solely based on the individual's belief.
In belief theory, for each belief function  , a mass number of probability is defined for each subset A of  and noted as m(A). For the purpose of this study, the reader can associate a belief function with an event and its equivalent mass functions with the possible outcomes of the event based on external observations. Individually, the mass function for each subset A ranges between [0,1]. Since the outcome of a given event needs to actually be included in all the possible subsets, the addition of the mass functions for the distinct subsets must include all the possible ouctomes. This is mathematically translated into an axiom that requires the sum of the mass function values for all the subsets A of a given event to be equal to 1 and becomes a fundamental differentiator from the traditional or classic probability. In traditional probability theory, probabilities can only be assigned to individual points in the spectrum of outcomes contained in  .
When more than one observation simultaneously exists for the same event, they need to be properly combined. (1)
Previous Research Efforts
Caron et al. formulated a novel theoretical approach to identify the movement of non-bulk materials with a combination of proximity algorithms and belief functions [8] . In this approach each material was assumed to be coupled with an identification device while a roving unit equipped with a positioning receiver would simultaneously collect its localization coordinates and the identification codes of the surrounding materials [8] . Based on the collected data, a proximity mechanism would estimate the material coordinates assuming an ideal square-pattern of reader 
BELIEF FRAMEWORK
An innovative framework approach to monitor construction resources was developed. For this framework, it is supposed that the localization of each construction resource is estimated from data collected ( 2 1 2 1 with infrastructure-less type of technologies. Thus, it is also assumed that each site resource is equipped with an identification transmitter that has a known maximum radius R of communication. Then, a moving rover with adequate receivers would collect its own location and the position of the surrounding resources.
With the collected data, the appropriate algorithms ─such as those developed by [3] , [9] ─ would estimate the localization coordinates (X,Y) of each resource in consecutive times t -n , … , t -3 , t -2 , t -1 , and t. In this framework, the focus is placed on the coordinated estimates of the site resources instead of the reader locations. Then, the intersection between two consecutive estimates at times t -1 and t based on the intersection of equivalent radius of communication R is defined by the mass function in Eq. 2 and the level of conflict between the two consecutive intersections in Eq. 3. This small percentage of false positives was also minimized with the variation of framework parameters to less than 0.3% of the total number of data records.
Overall, the validation results (see Table 1 ) assess the validity of the belief framework expressed by Eq. 4. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The unnecessary movement of site resources has negative effects on the cost, schedule, and safety project success indicators. To this date, there is no quantitative data to assess the magnitude of these unproductive movements. This study presents a novel approach to monitor the movement of site resources based on low-accuracy localization data. Building on top of the existing body of knowledge, this study have developed belief functions that can successfully track the movement of site resources in realistic construction sites characterized by harsh, time-varying, and anisotropic conditions. In reality, the validity of the framework has been extensively tested with data collected in real construction scenarios. To complete this study, the belief framework is being utilized to characterize the movement of resources on construction job sites and to evaluate the impact of these movements on construction productivity.
